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Hotwire Communications Colocates with Colo Atl
Atlanta, September 23, 2013 – Colo Atl, a leading provider of carrier-neutral colocation,
data center and interconnection solutions, announces today that Hotwire Communications, a
specialist in providing sophisticated solutions over its exclusive fiber-optic network, is now
colocated in Colo Atl’s 55 Marietta Street facility in downtown Atlanta. Colo Atl’s newest
carrier installation comes after a significant expansion to meet increasing customer demand.
“With Hotwire’s select fiber-optic system providing our customers more bandwidth than any
other technology on the market today, it is essential for us to colocate in a facility that can
meet our cost, location and network diversity needs,” comments Michael Grandizio, VP
Technical Operations Hotwire Communications. “Ideally situated in downtown Atlanta, Colo
Atl not only meets these needs, but demonstrates a level of personalized attention and
customer service that money can’t buy. Additionally, its policy of $0 monthly recurring crossconnect fees between other Colo Atl customers is a win-win.”
Established in November 2001, the Colo Atl colocation and Meet Me Room (MMR) facility is
located across two floors of 55 Marietta Street in downtown Atlanta, Georgia. Colo Atl is a
reasonable, accommodating and cost effective interconnection environment for over 80 local,
regional and global network operators, which all provide additional interconnection options to
Hotwire Communications.
“We are very excited to welcome Hotwire Communications to our growing customer list. Our
recent facility expansion was completed to cater to networks just like theirs and this
announcement proves that point,” states Tim Kiser, Owner and Founder of Colo Atl. “Our
goal is to support and advance the requirements of the networking community in Atlanta
which include adding physical diversity from legacy facilities and providing high-quality,
neutral interconnection at a much lower cost. Our many customers can gain an advantage in
the market from the benefits that we deliver and we look forward to more network operators
doing the same."

Any network operator that contacts Colo Atl and references this news release will be offered
a special promotion. To learn more, visit http://www.jaymiescotto.com/Colo_promo.htm.
For more information about Colo Atl, visit www.coloatl.com or email info@coloatl.com.
###
About Colo Atl
Located in the global telecom hub of Atlanta, Georgia, Colo Atl, a JT Communications
Company, provides colocation, data center & interconnection services, at an affordable rate.
Colo Atl is a neutral-colocation facility that allows tenants and carriers to securely and
conveniently cross-connect within a SSAE16 certified facility. Colo Atl has no monthly
recurring cross connect fees between tenants and provides exceptional customer service.
Colo Atl is also home to The Georgia Technology Center (GTC), a live laboratory for network
equipment vendors to highlight their optical and electrical hardware and operating systems,
and the Southeast Network Access Point (SNAP), which provides next-generation Internet
Exchange (IX) solutions, including SDN peering, testing, collaboration and implementation.
Visit Colo Atl online at: www.coloatl.com and follow us on Twitter @ColoAtl.

About Hotwire Communications
Hotwire Communications, founded in 2000, specializes in providing advanced video
solutions, high speed internet, digital phone service and other IP related products and
services over its private Metro Ethernet Fiber Backbone. Hotwire’s operating divisions focus
on delivering its suite of advanced communications products to unique market segments to
meet the needs of a specific industry.
Hotwire owns and operates a private Fiber Optic Self-Healing Network servicing communities
across the eastern United States in cities such as, Philadelphia, Atlanta, New York, and
South & Central Florida. Hotwire provides its customers with a variety of fully integrated
converged telecommunication services including Data, Voice, Video, Security, and Internet
Broadcasting over a single, secure, cost effective connection. Hotwire Communications is a
Registered CLEC and licensed cable operator. Due to this status, Hotwire has the ability to
construct network facilities in public right of ways that are completely independent of the LEC
(local exchange carrier).

